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SCOPE OF WORK

I. INVESTIGATE THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
SEALED MILITARY TYPE RELAYS AS AFFECTED BY
APPLIED COIL VOLTAGE AND/OR CURRENT, TEMPERATURE,
SPRING TENSION, CONTACT FORCE, CONTACT OVERTRAVEL,
AND MECHANICAL CLEARANCES, AS REVEALED BY THE
INSTANTANEOUS FLUX STATE OF THE MAGNETIZING COIL
OR MAGNETIC STRUCTURE WHEN SUITABLY INSTRUMENTED.

II. ASCERTAIN THE IDENTITY OF ALL POSSIBLE PHYSICAL
PARAMETERS OF THE RELAY TO THE DETECTED
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAGNETIC FLUX STATE.

III. PROPOSE METHODS OF UTILIZING THE KNOWLEDGE
GAINED TO

A) IMPROVE RELAY DESIGN FOR SPECIFIC
APPLICATIONS.

B) IMPROVE RELAY ADJUSTING TECHNIQUES.
C) FACILITATE THE EVALUATION OF RELAYS,

AND THE COMPARISON OF RELAY FROM ONE
LOT TO THE NEXT.
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ABSTRACT

I. Relation of Air Gap and Back Tension for Constant Operate Time

It has been known that the operate time for a relay may be

increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the air gap.

The same situation exists as far as back tension is concerned.

It is evident that a decrease in operate time caused by a decrease

in air gap may be compensated by increasing the back tension. When

comparing two relays, the same operate time does not necessarily

mean that both relays have the same air gap and back tension.

Oscillograms are used to illustrate that the same operate time

may be obtained with different combinations of air gap and back ten-

sion.

II. The Effect of Variable Heel Gap on Armature Closure and Release Time

The heel gap of a relay is a second air gap which may be increased

from some minimum value. A study was made by means of oscillograms

which related the back tension, armature closure time for various

values of heel gap. As would be expected, the release time was

influenced by the value of discharge resistance, hence this quantity

was held at a constant value for a given set of readings. For one

series of results, a change of the heel gap from .002 inch to .010

inch did not give a significant change.

III. Influence of Variable Voltage on Armature Transit Time with Constant
Steady State Current

Br dividing the operate time into two parts: (a) waiting or

stationary time and (b) transit time, a study was made to determine
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how a variable voltage would influence armature transit time with

the final or steady state current held at a constant value. The

voltage and series resistance were varied in such a manner as to

maintain the steady state current constant. This test should

prove to be of value with sealed relays since it is impossible to

compare adjustments of one sealed relay with that of another sealed

relay.

IV. Difference in Relays of the Same Type

Previous investigations have indicated that relays from a

production line may have transient characteristics which are some-

what different from each other. The adjustments such as: air gap,

spring tension and residual air gap may be slightly different even

when all of the other design parameters are assumed to be constant.

A slight difference in the tolerances of the mechanical struc..

ture would also introduce variations as well as differences in number

of turns in the coils, resistance of the coils and numerous other

details. A comparison of the transient coil current for both operate

and release has been made to show these differences.

V. Influence of Parameters on the Transient Coil Current of a Relay

Spring bias, air gap and residual air gap are parameters which

are not under control when the relay is hermetically sealed. The

discharge resistance, however, may be varied to suit the convenience

of a particular test condition. Each parameter has certain peculiar.

ities which may be identified on the transient current trace. In

some cases, the change in the trace may be more pronounced than in

others. It is suspected that an individual design may be the
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significant factor which causes this more pronounced change.

Oscillograms are used to demonstrate that a change in one paras.

meter causes a corresponding change in the current trace either for

operate or for release. Since it has been demonstrated that the

operate time may be constant with different combinations of air gap

and spring tension, the problem becomes a matter of separating these

parameters.

VI. Logical Conclusions from Individual Analysis

From the previous section, it has been shown that significant

details of the transient coil current would indicate how a given

parameter had been changed; increased, decreased or remained the

same. It is desired to compare a test relay with a standard relay

which could be done for acceptance purposes.

With the given set of facts about the variation of relay para.

meters, a logic chart was devised. The purpose of this logic chart

is to inspect the transient coil current of a test relay and compare

the significant peculiarity to the standard relay. By following the

terms indicated in the chart, it is possible to determine the relative

change in air gap, spring tension or residual air gap.
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CONCLUSIONS

I. Relation of Air Gap and Back Tension for Constant Operate Time

Oscillograms are used to demonstrate that operate time does

not tell anything unique about the spring tension and the air gap.

The same operate time may be obtained with different combinations

of spring tension and air gap.

II. Effect of Variable Heel Gap on Armature Closure and Release Time

It has been found that the heel gap influences both the operate

time and the release time. Some of the data obtained seems to indi-

cate that an optimum value might be deduced. The methods used to

measure the heel gap were not sufficiently accurate to arrive at

quantative values and be certain of the results.

III. Influence of Variable Voltage on Armature Transit Time and Operate
Time with Constant Steady State Current

This study reveals the following: (1) the armature transit time

is not materially changed with a variable applied voltage if the final

steady state current is maintained, (2) the instantaneous pick-up

current is not influenced noticeably by changing the applied voltage

with constant steady state current, (3) an estimation of the operate

transit time can be obtained on a sealed relay by varying the applied

voltage and holding the steady state coil current constant, and (4)

the effective inductance of the coil is not significantly changed

by the change in applied voltage with constant steady state current.

IV. Differences in Relays of the.Same Type

The oscillograms illustrate the contention that there are

differences in the transient current traces of different relays of
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the same type. These differences may be determined from the oscillo.

grams. This section was used as an introduction of Sections V and VI,

and to show that sealed relays as received had, in some instances,

major differences in adjustments.

V. Influence of Parameters on the Transient Coil Current of a Relay

The transient coil current of a relay indicates a change in a

parameter. Oscillograms are used to show the change in the trace

with a corresponding change in the parameter. This type of material

has been the outgrowth of the activity of this group, and the oscillo-

grams are a verification of the contention that the transient coil

current tells something about relay performance.

VI. Logical Conclusions from Individual Analysis

A scheme is shown that may be used to determine if the three para.

meters (air gap, spring tension, residual &ir gap) are different in a

test relay compared to a so-called standard relay. Several cases are

used to illustrate the validity of the chart. It seems that this

method could be modified for use as a quality control method.
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PLAN OF STUDY FOR SUBSEQUENT TWO MONTH PERIOD

I. Variation of L and R by Changing Coils on a Relay

The inductance of the coil of a relay has been assumed to be

constant. It is proposed to hold some of the other parameters constant

and, by the proper choice of coils, vary the inductance. Coils of dif-

ferent number of turns will be used. It is proposed to investigate

the effect of inductance on the transient characteristics.

II. Transient Heating of the Coil of a Relay

The resistance of copper wire varies with the temperature. When

the coil of a relay is energized, the current in the coil causes an

increase in temperature. This increase in temperature causes an

increase in resistance and, when the impressed voltage is held constant,

the current will decrease. The rate at which heat is generated decreases

with an increase in temperature. It is proposed to investigate this

effect and, if possible, relate this factor to the transient character-

istics of a relay.

III. Influence of Residual Air-Gap

This topic was included in the plan of study of the second interim

report. Some preliminary ideas did not work out satisfactorily, hence

other schemes are to be tried. To implement this, a relay is being

modified for the study.

IV. Simultaneous Presentation of i and di/dt

This report makes use of a logical scheme to determine changes in

the parameters of a relay. Two terms ao and aR are used. There has

been a question about the validity of the methods used to find these
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factors. It is proposed to investigate the possibility of a more

easily used relationship of i and di/dt for both operate and release.
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SUMMARY OF MAN..HOURS

Third Interim Report
June 1, 1959, to July 31, 1959, inclusive.

(a) &gineering % of time
on project

Charles F. Cameron
(Director of Project) 40

D. D. Lingelbach 50

M. R. Lohmann
Dean of Bgineering 3.13

C. A. Dunn
Director of Egineering Research 5.11

J. R. Norton
Asst. Director of Egineering Research 3.95

(b) Testing

C. C. Freeny 50

Richard Case 50

(c) Secretary

Linda Johnston 25

The academic staff of the Oklahoma State University is appointed
for nine months plus a vacation of one month for a given salary. When
a person works two months during the summer, this pay is at the rate of
ten per cent of his pay for the academic year per month. Working hours
are 40 hours per week except where vacation periods are established by
the university. Research personnel are assigned a given percentage of
their total time to a project, and relieved of other duties for the
corresponding time assigned to the project.
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PART TWO

SECTION I "Relation of Air Gap and Back Tension for Constant Operate Time"

SECTIM II "E'fect of Variable Heel Gap on Armature Closure and Release
Time"

SECTI(I III "Influence of Variable Voltage on Armature Transit Time and
Operate Time with Constant Steady State Current"

SECTI( IV "Differences in Relays of the Same Type"

SECTION V "Influence of Parameters on the Transient Coil Current of a
Relay"

SETIONVI "Logical Conclusions from Individual Analyses"
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SECTION I

RELATION OF AIR-GAP AND BACK TENSION FOR CONSTANT OPERATE TIME

Increasing or decreasing the armature air-gap increases or decreases the

operate time. The same variations exist for the back tension, therefore, a

decrease in operate time caused by a decrease in air-gap can be compensated by

increasing the back tension. The relationship between air-gap and back tension

is not an inverse linear one.

This compensating affect between the back tension and air-gap makes it

difficult to determine if the air-gap and back tension are set properly. An

investigation was under taken to determine what change existed in the transient

coil build-up for some combinations of air-gap and back tension that resulted

in the same operate time or more correctly the same armature closure time. The

armature closure time is determined from the coil current build-up trace as

the time interval from coil energization to the break of the current cusp.

Armature motion was recorded simultaneously with the coil current in order to

note what correlation might exist between the two responses.

Figure 1 presents an oscillogram showing traces of coil current and

armature motion for different combinations of air-gap and back tension for the

same operate time. Traces (a) and (b) are for an air-gap of 0.055 inches and

a back tension of 60 grams, while traces (c) and (d) are for an air-gap of 0.045

inches and back tension of 80 gram. This is about a 20% decrease in air-gap and

about a 33% increase in back tension. The armature closure time can be divided

into two intervals, one the waiting time and the other the transit time. The

transit time for trace (c) is slightly less than that for trace (a). Therefore,

since the closure time in both cases is the same, the waiting time for trace (c)

is slightly longer than for trace (a).
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Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1 except two other combinations of air-gap

and back tension have been used to obtain the same armature closure time. Traces

(a) and (b) of Figure 2 are for an air-gap of 0.035 inches and a back tension of 110

gram while traces (c) and (d) are for a back tension of 0.031 inches and a back tension

of 150 grams. This is about an 11% decrease in air-gap and about a 36% increase

in back tension. A slight decrease in armature transit time with a decrease in

air-gap is detectable.

Figure 3 is a composite picture of four coil current build-up traces in

which the armature closure time has been maintained constant by adjusting both

air-gap and back tension. Trace (a) is for an air-gap of 0.032 inches and a

back tension of 130, while trace (b) is for an air-gap of 0.038 inches and a

back tension of 105 grams. Trace (c) was taken with an air-gap of 0.045 inches

and a back tension of 80 grams, the trace (d) was taken for an air-gap of 0.056

inches and a back tension of 55 grams.

Essentially the only noticeable difference in the traces is the height of

the cusp. The cusp height of trace (a) is slightly more than two divisions

while that of trace (d) is three divisions. Not as noticeable but still

detectable is an increase in the maximum value of the current, before closure,

with an increase in air-gap or a decrease in back tension.

The inverse relation between back tension and air-gap for constant armature

closure time suggests that a product of the two values may show some information.

The product of the combination of back tension and air-gap used in Figures 1 and 2

are as follows

Air Gap Back Tension Product
(10-3 inches) (grams)

55 60 3300

45 80 3600

35110 3850

31 150 4650
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The product indicates that a linear inverse relationship does not exist,

however, if the correct reducing factor was applied to each of the gram values

the product could be made equal. This suggests a form of the following nature:

T = aGSq + b (1)

Where T is the armature closure time

G is the air-gap in thousandths of an inch

S is the back tension in gram

a is a constant to determine the units

b is a constant

q is a reducing constant

Since the closure time (T) is constant and (b) is constant, then a GSq should be

constant for the products of G and S that result in constant operate time. The

problem is to determine if the form of equation (1) is correct and then to

determine the value of (q).

Rearranging equation (1) as:

T-b GSq = U
a

and taking the logarithm of both sides gives

ln U= .q in S 1-lnG

or in G = -q lnS + lnU

where: U= (T-b)/a .constant

G and S are the variables in his case so by plotting G and S on log - log

paper, the result should be a straight line with a slope of -q.

Two sets of data are available, one from Figures 1 and 2, and the other,

from Figure 3. The data were taken from the same relay, but on different

occasions. The results are shown in Figure 5 by the two straight lines. The

two values at the large back tension values and small air-gaps seem to deviate
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from the others but in opposite directions indicating the possibility of errors

in measurement rather than a general trend.

Since the two sets of data were taken at different times, the difference in

the slope of the lines could be caused by a different ambient temperature, oscilloscope

calibrations, or other measurement errors. The slope of the line obtained from

data involved in Figures 1 and 2 is 0.75 while the slope of the line obtained

from data involved in Figure 3 is 0.60. Therefore, for the data presented by

Figures 1 and 2, the relation for armature closure time in terms of air gap (G)

and back tension (S) is:

T ' a GS .75 + b

From the data presented in Figure 3, the relation of armature closure time in

terms of air gap (G) and back tension (S) is:

T :aGS'60 +b

The constants (a) and (b) can be determined from two readings of air gap

(G) and back tension (S) and the corresponding armature closure time.

The armature closure time is conveniently divided into two parts. The

first part is the armature waiting time, and the other part is armature transit

time. These two parts or divisions are not affected to the same degree by a

change in one variable at a time. Figure 4 shows an oscillogram of traces

of armature motion for fixed air gap and variable back tension. Traces a, b,

c, d, e, and f are for values of back tension of 155, 135, 105, 80, 50, and

30 grams, respectively. It is noticed that there is no appreciable change

in the armature transit time with a change in back tension. This indicates that

the greater part of the change in armature closure time is caused by a change

in the waiting time. In Figure 4, the armature closure changed considerably

since only back tension was varied with constant air gap, but the change is

caused primarily by a change in the waiting time.
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The results shown by the data presented in Figures 1, 2, and 3 suggests the

difficulty is detecting simultaneous changes in air gap and back tension or a

change in either the air gap or the back tension, but not both.

Changes irn only the back tension for constant air gap could be detected

when some means is devised for determining armature waiting time from only the

coil current traces since transit time is not materially affected by changes in

back tension.

The relation in equations 2 and 3 showing the affect of air gap and back

tension on armature closure time, indicates that the armature closure time is

more sensitive to changes in air gap than to changes in back tension.
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Traces: Operate

(a and b) Air-Gap 0.055 inches
Back Tension 60 grams

(a) Armature Motion

(b) Coil Current Build-Up

(c and d) Air-Gap O.O5 inches
Back Tension 80 grams

(c) Armature Motion

(d) Coil Current Build-Up -

Figure 1

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15.6 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.65 milliamperes per inch

Supply Voltage 24 volts dc,
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Traces:. Operate "".""'

(a and b) Air-Gap 0.035 inches i u
Back Tension 110 grams

(a) Armature Motion 11

(b) Coil Current Build-Up

(c and d) Air-Gap 0.031 inches .11111111
Back Tension 150 grams " .

(c) Armature Motion mm"ME

(d) Coil Current Build-Up .. ;l

Figure 2

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15.6 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.65 milliamperes per inch

Supply Voltage 24 volts dc.
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Traces Coil Current Build-Up s

(a) Air-Gap 0.032 inches IN
Back Tension 130 grams i

(b) Air-Gap 0.038 inches 'ii
Back Tension 105 grams

(c) Air-Gap 0.05 inches I
Back Tension 80 grams

(d) Air-Gap 0.056 inches hi-Ed
Back Tension 55 grams

Figure 3

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 7.8 milliamperes per inch

Supply Voltage 24 volts dc,
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Traces:: Armature

(a) Back Tension

(b) " "

(c) " "

(d) "i

(e) "i

(f) " It

Motion - Operate

155 grams

135 grams

105 grams

80 grams

50 grams

30 grams

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15 milliseconds per inch

Motion Scale: 0.020 inches per inch

Air-Gap 0.01 inches
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SECTION II

EFFECT (iF VARIABLE HEEL GAP ON ARMATURE CLOSURE AND RELEASE TIME

The heel gap is that part of the magnetic circuit, that exists at

the pivot point, between the armature and the frame. This gap is different

from the air or working gap in that there is little magnetic force set up

to help move the armature to the core. The air gap is that portion of the

magnetic circuit between the armature and the core. The air gap, in con-

nection with the residual gap, determines directly the total travel of the

armature. The heel gap, however, does not normally affect the armature

travel, but it does influence the resultant magnetic force set up in the

working gap or air gap.

The length of the heel gap is usually determined by the amount of

mechanical clearance necessary to allow the armature to move without

binding. Since the heel gap, in part, determines the characteristic of

the magnetic circuit, it will have some effect on the performance of the

relay. This investigation was undertaken to determine what effect the

heel gap had on the armature closure time and the armature opening time

or release time. A particular relay was used which had a pin type hinge

arrangement that could be adjusted. When the heel gap was varied, the

air gap and back tension changed. Since the air gap and back tension

had to be readjusted each time the heel gap was changed, data were

taken for a range of back tension values and two values of air gap.

Difficulty was encountered in obtaining an accurate measurement of the

back tension. The back tension was measured using a gram gauge held by



hand similar to the way the relay adjusters set contact pressure. Because

of the short lever arm between the hinge and the end of the armature, any

difference in the point of the application of the gram gauge resulted in

an appreciable change in the gauge reading. This measurement could be

improved by mounting the gauge in a jig in such a manner that the point

of application of the gram gauge will remain the same for each reading.

Other refinements are planned which will help in obtaining more consis-

tent results.

The data were obtained in the form of coil current build-up and

coil current decay traces recorded on oscillograms. Heel gap and air

gap were held constant and the back' tension was varied from 100 to 310

grams to obtain two oscillograms containing a total of seven build-up

and seven current decay traces. The air gap was then changed and the

range of back tensions repeated to obtain another two oscillograms.

The heel gap was next increased and the procedure of changing back

tension and air gap was repeated. A total of sixteen oscillograms were

taken, covering a range of back tensions from 100 to 310 grams, air gaps

of 0.012 and 0.018 inches, and heel gaps of 0.002, 0.010, 0.020, and

0.030 inches.

The data taken from the traces are tabulated in Table I. The data

are then plotted with back tension as one coordinate and armature closure

time or opening time as the other coordinate. Variable heel gap is the

third variable and is shown by separate curves. Figure 17 shows back

tension versus armature closure time for heel gaps of 0.002, 0.010,

0.020, and 0.030 inches with an air gap of 0.012 inches. A solid line



is used when the curve is an average through the plotted points. The

solid line portion of the curve is extended as a dashed line when the

points are such that an error is evident or suspected. For example,

in Figure 19 the points for an air gap of 0.012 inches, heel gap of

0.020 inches and back tension values of 170, 205, 240, 275, and 310 grams

define a solid line while the points for 100 and 135 grams follow the same

trend but are displaced by about 2 milliseconds. The dashed extension of

the curve is used since the displaced points are apparently in error. In this

particular case the error is suspected to be caused by the use of another gram

gauge above the 150 gram reading. From previous investigations (See Section

III, March 31, 1959, Report) it is known that a displacement in a set of

points on a plot of back tension versus armature closure bias is not normal.

Therefore, the curve has been extended as a dashed line in those cases

where a displacement in a set of points has occured.

The results as depicted by the curves in Figure 17 indicates that

an increase in heel gap is accompanied by an increase in armature closure

time.

Figure 18 shows a plot similar to that of Figure 17, but the air gap

was increased to 0.018 inches. The shape of the curves are similar to

those of the previous figure. However, the trend of an increase in arma-

ture closure time with an increase in heel gap is not followed in this

case. For small values of back tension the armature closure time de-

creased with an increase of heel gap from 0.020 inches to 0.030 inches.

This might be an error, but the possibility still remains that for this

value of air gap an optimum value of heel gap has been exceeded. In

the previous case the air gap was 0.012 inches and no optimum heel gap
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was indicated. This may be caused by the fact that the heel gap was

not increased enough to reach this optimum value, if one exists. This

suggests that a more complete investigation should be undertaken in

which several other values of air gap and heel gap are used to deter-

mine if the condition of an optimum value of heel gap exists.

Figures 19 and 20 show the results for the release case in which

opening time is plotted versus back tension for four values of heel gap.

Figure 19 is for an air gap of 0.012 inches, back tension values of 100,

135, 170, 205, 240, 275, and 310 grams and heel gaps of 0.002, 0.010,

0.020, and 0.030 inches. It was noticed that all of the data were not

taken for the same value of discharge resistance. Therefore two plots

of back tension versus opening time for the same heel gap but two values

of discharge resistance were shown to give an indication of the shift

caused by the different values of discharge resistance. Two curves for

a heel gap of 0.020 inches are shown, one with a discharge resistance

of 164 ohms and the other with a discharge resistance of 1040 ohms.

Comparison of the curves shown in Figure 19 shows that an increase in

heel gap causes a decrease in opening time over the first part of the

range of heel gap increase. For the larger values of heel gap an

increase in heel gap causes an increase in opening time. This means

that there is an optimum value of heel gap which will result in a

minimum opening time. It seems likely that additional increases in

heel gap may decrease the opening time. If this is true then varying

the heel gap can result in a maximum as well as a minimum value of

opening time.
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Figure 20 was plotted for an air gap of 0.018 inches. Again two

curves for a heel gap of 0.020 inches are shown, one for a discharge

resistance of 1040 ohms. The two are presented to show the change

caused by the discharge resistance since not all of the plots for the

range of heel gaps used were taken for the same discharge resistance.

Comparison of the curves in Figure 20 shows that, for initial

increases in heel gap, a decrease in opening time resulted. However,

for increases in the heel gap above a value of 0.020 inches, an increase

in opening or release time resulted. This suggests, that for an air gap

of 0.018 inches, there exists a value of heel gap that results in minimum

opening time. It might be possible that for large values of heel gap an

increase in heel gap would give a decrease in opening time.

For the release case it appears that there is a value of heel gap

that gives minimum opening time and that values of heel gap larger or

smaller that this optimum value results in an increase in opening time.

For the operate case the results are not too definite, but it is possible

that an optimum value of heel gap also exists for it. Additional refine.

ments in the adjustments and the accuracy of the measurements are being

made so that better results can be obtained.
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TABLE I

Heel Gap
10-3 inches

Air Gap
10-3 inches

Back Armature
Tension Closure Time
grams milliseconds milliseconds

a 2.0 12.0 100 14.4
b " " 135 17.2
c " " 170 18.8
d 205 21.2
e a i 100 33.6
f " " 135 27.6
g " " 170 26.0
h " " 205 23.2

I a 2.0 12.0 240 23.0
h" 275 26.1
c " " 310 30.5
d " " 240 22.6
e " " 275 20.2
f " " 310 17.1

III a 2.0 18.0 100 17.2
b " " 135 20.0
c " " 170 2).8
d " " 205 28.8
e " 100 32.4
f " " 135 28.4
g " " 170 2).0
h " " 205 22.0

I" a 2.0 18.0 240 32.0
b " " 275 36.8
c 310 42.8
d " " 240 20.1
e 275 18.4

" " 310 16.8
V a 10.0 12.0 100 14.8

b 135 18.0
c 170 20.8
d ' " 205 22.8
e " " 100 55.2
f 135 45.6
g " " 170 40.8
h It n205 38.0

VI a 10.0 12.0 250 27.2
b " " 275 27.6
c " " 310 30.2
d " " 250 32.8
e " " 275 32.4f t10 30.0

-6-
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TABLE I (Continued)

Heel Gap
10-3 inches

Air Gap
10-3 inches

Back
Tension

Armature
Closure Sias

grams milliseconds milliseconds

VII a 10.0 18,0 100 19.5
b " " 135 22.2
c n 1 .70 25.0
d " n 205 27.4
e "I 100 2).6
f 135 22.2
g 170 20.5
h 205 19.5

VIII a 10.0 18.0 240 32.2
b It " 275 36.3
c " "t 310 46.5
d 240 17.8
e " 275 16.4

310 11.7

IX a 20.0 12.0 100 15.6
b 135 18.0
c 170 22.4
d 205 24.0
e 100 31.6
f Ut U 135 27.2

g " U 170 22.0
h 205 20.8

X a 20.0 12.0 240 27.6
b 275 30.
c " 310 33.0

d 240 19.2
e 275 17.2

t 
I, I310 
16.0

XI a 20.0 18.0 100 22.0
b it" 135 24.8
c 170 32.0
d " 205 43.2
e ii II 100 24.8
f It " 135 22.4

g 170 19.2
h It 205 16.8

XII a 20.0 18.0 240 46.)4
b 215 47.2
c 310 59.6
d 2)0 32.8
e 275 29.6
f II II 310 28.0
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TABLE I (Continued)

)scillogram Traces Heel Gap
10-3 inches

Ai5 Gap
10- inches

Back
Tension

Armature
Closure Time

grams milliseconds milliseconds

XIII a 30.0 12.0 100 16.4
b It 135 19.6
c 170 22.0
d 205 26.8
e 100 53.2
f ' 135 48 .0
g n 170 44.5
h U 205 38.8

XIV a 30.0 12.0 240 28.8
b " 275 33.2
c " 310 38.0

d " B 240 36.8
e 275 33.2
f 310 31. 2

XV a 30.0 18.0 100 20.0
b 135 24.8
c " " 170 30.4
d " " 205 31.4
e 100 52.8
f " " 135 45.2
g " 170 41.6
h u " 205 38.8

XVI a 30.0 18.0 240 40.0
b t 275 57.0
c " " 300 CO0
d " " 240 36.1
e" 275 33.6
f B300 31.6

-8-
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Traces:

(a, b, c,

(a) Back

(b) "

(c) "
(d) I'

Oscillogram Data Figure 1

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.002 inches

Air-Gap: 0.012 inches

Discharge Resistance: 10h0 ohms

Coil Current Build-Up

100 grams

135 grams

170 grams

205 grams

Coil Current Decay

100 grams
135 grams
170 grams
205 grams

and d)

tension

"

'I

it

and h)

tension
i
It
t

(e,

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

f, g,

Back
"

"t

"



Traces t

(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up M

(a Back tension 240 grams F "uEuuI
(b " "t 275 grams

(c) " it 310 grams 'I
(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay

(d) Back tension 240 grams - MORM
(e) " " 275 grams Il
(f) " " 310 grams

r

Oscillogram Data Figure 2

Time Scale; 19.8 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale; 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.002 inches

Air-Gap: 0.012 inches

Discharge Resistance . 100 ohms
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Traces: iE

(a, b, c, and d) Coil Current Build-Up ,ing MEE i!

(a) Back tension 100 grams *UAdEEiEIl

(b) " " 135 grams ""iii
(c) i " 170 grams
(d) " " 205 grams W

(e, f, g, and h) Coil Current Decay .iuululu:
(e) Back tension 100 grams "
(f) " " 135 grams = Viiiii
(g 170 grams UlinIUUE i
(h ) " 205 grams "iiiiiiiii

Oscillogram Data Figure 3

Time Scale: 20.lmillise conds per inch

Current Scale:r 23.Smilliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: Minimum Approximately 0.002 inches

Air-Gap: 0.016 inches

Discharge Resistance. 10hO ohms
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Traces: me %a

OUF JIll
(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up a IIP

(a) Back Tension 240 grams B II
(b) " )' 275 grams *lii
(c) " " 310 grams i

(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay .l

(d) Back tension 240 grams
(e to t 275 grams
(f) " " 310 grams R N

Oscillogram Data Figure 4

Time Scale: 20.1milliseconds per inch

Current Scale:23.5 .Milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: Minimum Approximately 0.002 inches

Air-Gap: 0.018 inches

Discharge Resistance t 1040 ohms

-12-



Traces:

(a, b, c,

(a) Back

(b) "
(c)
(d) ti

(e, f, g,

(3) Back
(f) "
(g
(h) I'

Oscillogram Data Figure 5

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gapc 0.010 inches

Air-Gaps 0.012 inches

Discharge Resistancet 16h ohms

and d) Coil Current Build-Up

tension 100 grams
it 135 grams
" 170 grams
" 205 grams

and h) Coil Current Decay

tension 100 grams
it 135 grams
" 170 grams
It 205 grams



Tracest

(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up ..

a) Back tension 250 grams
b 1 i 275 grams

(c) i " 310 grams

(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay wool

(d) Back tension 250 grams
(e) " it 275 grams
(f) " ' 310 grams

Oscillogram Data Figure 6

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.010 inches

Air-Gapt 0.012 inches

Discharge Resistance:. 164 ohms



Traces:

(a, b, c,

(a) Back

(b) It

d) "

(e, f, g,

(e) Back
(f) 11
(g) I'
(h) it

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 17.1 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23.5 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.010 inches

Air-Gapt 0.018 inches

Discharge Resistance: 100 ohms

-15-

Coil Current Build-Up

100 grams
135 grams
170 grams
205 grams

Coil Current Decay

100 grams
135 grams
170 grams
205 grams

and d)

Tension
11

'I

and h)

Tension
'i

"

n

Figure 7



Traces: iIF!

(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up s

(a) Back tension 240 grams i~iii
(b) " " 275 grams EEmU

(c) " It 380 grams liii

(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay W 11

(d) Back tension 240 grams .! ai
(e) 11 " 375 grams .ibirib
(f) " " 310 grams

mmi:

Oscillogram Data Fgr

Time Scales 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gapt 0.010 inches

Air-Gape 0.018 inches

Discharge Resistance: Data ohms

-16-



Traces:

(a, b, c,

(a) Back
(b) I
(c) I'

(d) "'

(e, f, g,

(e) Back

(f) "
(g) It
(h) it

and d)

tension
it

"

n

and h)

tension
I
it

if

Coil Current Build-Up

100 grams
135 grams
170 grams
205 grams

Coil Current Decay

100 grams
135 grams
170 grams
205 grams

Figure 9

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 20.1 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23.5 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.020 inches

Air Gap: 0.012 inches

Discharge Resistance: 1040 ohms
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Traces.

(a, b, c,

(a) Back
(b) "

(c) "
(d) I'

(e, f, g,

(e) Back
(f ) to
(g) H
(h) ft

and d)

tension
I,

"

and h)

tension
it
"

'I

Coil Current Build-Up

100 grams
135 grams
170 grams
205 grams

Coil Current Decay

100 grams
135 grams
170 grams
205 grams

Oscillogram Data Figure 9A

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gapt 0.020 inches

Air-Gap; 0.012 inches

Discharge Resistances: 164 ohms
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Traces:

(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up

(a) Back tension 240 grams
(b) " " 275 grams
(c) " " 310 grams

SME.

(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay

(d) Back tension 240 grams
(e) " " 275 grams

(f) " " 310 grams

Figure 10

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 20.1 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23.5 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.020 inches

Air Gap: 0.012 inches

Discharge Resistance:: 1040 ohms
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Traces:

(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up

(a) Back tension 2h0 grams
(b) " " 275 grams
(c) " " 310 grams

(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay

(d) Back tension 2h0 grams
(e) " " 275 grams

(f) " " 310 grams

Oscillogram Data Figure 10A

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.020 inches

Air-Gap: 0.012 inches

Discharge Resistance: 16h ohms
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Traces

(a, b, c, and d) Coil Current Build-Up

(a) Back tension 100 grams
(b) " " 135 grams
(c) " " 170 grams
(d) t I 205 grams

(e, f, g, and h) Coil Current Decay

(e) Back tension 100 grams

(f) " " 135 grams
(g) " " 170 grams
(h) " " 205 grams

Figure 11

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 20.1'nillise conds p.r inch

Current Scale:23.5 milliamperes perinch

Heel Gap: 0.020 inches

Air Gap: 0.018 inches

Discharge Resistance: 100 ohms

-21-



Traces:

(a, b, c,

(a) Back

(b)

(d) "

(e, f, g,

(e) Back

(f) "
(g)
(h) It

and d) Coil Current Build-Up

tension 100 grams
n 135 grams
"o 170 grams
" 205 grams

and h) Coil Current Decay

tension 100 grams
'1 135 grams
" 170 grams
If 205 grams

Oscillogram Data Figure 11A

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.020 inches

Air-Gap: 0.018 inches

Discharge Resistance: 164 ohms
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Tr ace s: if

(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up

(a) Back tension 2h0 grams
(b) " " 275 grams
(c) " " 310 grams ii

(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay :rnurn:
sm

(d) Back tension 240 grams in
(e) " " 275 grams OI

(f) " " 310 grams -

Figure 12

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 20.1 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23.5 milliamperes per inch

eel Gap: 0.020 inches

Air Gap: 0.018 inches

Discharge Resistance: 1040 ohms

-23-



Traces:

(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up

(a) Back tension 2h0 grams
(b) " " 275 grams
(c) "f it 310 grams

(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay

(d) Back tension 2h0 grams
(e) " " 275 grams
(f) i I 310 grams

Oscillogram Data Figure 12A

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.020 inches

Air-Gap: 0.018 inches

Discharge Resistance: 16h ohms
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Traces:

(a, b, c,

(a) Back
(b) "
(c) "
(d) I'

(e, f, g,

e) Back
(f) "

(g) 'i
(h) of

and d) Coil Current Build-Up

tension 100 grams
" 135 grams
It 170 grams
" 205 grams

and h) Coil Current Decay

tension 100 grams
" 135 grams
" 170 grams
" 205 grams

Oscillogram Data
Figure 13

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: 0.030 inches

Air-Gap: 0.012 inches

Discharge Resistance: 16h ohms



Traces:

(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up

(a) Back tension 240 grams
(b) " " 275 grams
(c) " " 310 grams

(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay

(d) Back tension 2h0 grams

(e) " " 275 grams
(r) " ') 310 grams

Oscillogram Data Figure 14

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gaps 0.030 inches

Air-Gap: 0.012 inches

Discnarge Resistance« 16 ohms
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Traces:

(a, b, c, and d)

(a) Back tension
(b)
(C) " "

(d) " n

(e, f, g, and h)

(e) Back tension
(f) n I'
(g) 't
(h) " it

Coil Current Build-Up

100 grams
135 grams
170 grams
205 grams

Coil Current Decay

100 grams
135 grams
170 grams
205 grams

Oscillogram Data figure 15

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: Maximum Approximately 0.030 inches

Air-Gap; 0.018 inches

Dis charge 'Resis tance: 16h ohms
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Traces:

(a, b, and c) Coil Current Build-Up *iII

(a) Back Tension 240 grams 11111
(b) " i 275 grams il i
(c) " " 300 grams I!!
(d, e, and f) Coil Current Decay i iii*maNqm

(d) Back Tension 240 grams ' ommm
(e) n If 275 grams .. j .

(f) of it 300 grams ..ma m

Figure 16
Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 20 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 23 milliamperes per inch

Heel Gap: Maximum Approximately 0.030 inches

Air-Gaps 0.018 inches

Discharge Resistance: 164 ohms
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SECTION III

INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE VOLTAGE ON ARMATURE TRANSIT TIME AND OPERATE TIME

WITH CONSTANT STEADY STATE CURRENT

The relay, like many other devices, is influenced by the characteristics

of the power supply which drives it. This sometimes presents problems especially

in those cases where operate and release times are critical. This influence of

the power supply on the relay operation suggests the possibility of being able

to determine something about the relay by observing its behavior under certain

conditions of excitation.

This investigation is then to determine what information can be obtained

about a relay by observing its operation under controlled conditions of excitation.

The results of this investigation should be particularly valuable in regard to

hermetically sealed relays since it is impossible to determine the relay adjustments

by direct measurement.

In the determination of the effects of certain variables it is necessary to

divide the armature closure time into two intervals. One interval, which is

primarily determined by the electrical constants, is the time the armature is

stationary after the coil is energized. The other interval is the time the armature

takes in traveling from its open position to its closed position. This second

interval will be referred to as the operate transit time while the first interval

will be referred to as the stationary time. The second interval seems to be

influenced more by the mechanical system than does the first interval. Naturally,

both intervals are affected in part by both the electrical and mechanical parameters.

The problem, then, is the effect of variable voltage and variable series

resistance on each of the two intervals. The voltage and series resistance are to be

varied in such a manner as to maintain the same final or steady state value of coil

current. From knowledge of the behavior of R-L circuits to a step function of voltage,

-1-



it is reasonable to assume that the stationary time will decrease as the voltage

is increased. If the operate transit time is not materially affected by the

change in voltage with constant steady state coil current, then a procedure can

be determined which will prove or disprove the given assumptions.

The basic assumptions to be checked are: (1) only the stationary time changes

noticeable with a change in applied voltage if the final value of coil current is

constant. This means that the operate transit time is not affected by the change in

voltage, (2) the armature starts to move for the same instantaneous value of coil

current for all conditions fixed except for the applied voltage and series resistance,

and (3) the effective inductance of the coil for a given value of coil current is not

affected by the applied voltage if the final value of coil current is not changed.

In order to plan an experiment which will determine the validity of the

assumptions, it is necessary to neglect the affect of magnetic saturation in the

relay when the armature is open. The instantaneous coil current before the

armature starts to move can be written as follows:

i = I (1-6 -(R + Rs) t/L) (1)

where: R is the coil resistance
L is the effective coil inductance
I is the final value of coil current

which is held constant
R is the resistance placed in series

with coil
i is the instantaneous value of coil current

It k be the instantaneous value of coil current necessary to develop a magnetic

pull sufficient to just move the armature, i.e., k is the instantaneous value of

pick-up current. Then equation (1) may be arranged as

k= I (1 E-(R +Rs) t/1) (2)

or !l-(R + Rs) t/L
0

-2-



Taking the logarithm of both sides of equation (2) gives

-(R + Rs) t = In (l1S)
L 10

Since (1 - - ) < 1 the logarithm of it is negative
10

so (R + Rs) t = ln (1 - ) InY (3)
L 10 k

where: Y is a constant equal to (1 - - )

Solving equation (3) for t gives the time that armature is stationary. Let

this stationary time be t . Then:
S

= L in Y (terms defined previously) (4)
sR + Rs

From the conditions of the experiment L, R, and Y are constants. Equation 4

indicates then that the stationary time (ts) varies inversely with the sum of R and Rs.

Let ta be the operate transit time and tc be the armature closure time then:

t = +t
c s a

Therefore:

L k
t= R+Rs In (1 - - ) + t (5)

0
If (1/R + Rs) is taken as the independent variable and tc as the dependent

variable, then equation 5 has the following form:

y = mx + b

This means a plot of tc versus 1/(R + Rs) should be a straight line with

an intercept of to as shown below in Figure 13.

t
tc S

_

Figure 13 1/(R + Rs)
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The armature closure time (tc) is taken as the dependent variable since

it can be determined directly from the coil current trace. Neither the stationary

time nor the operate transit time can be determined from the coil current directly.

The data are presented in the form of traces on oscillograms in Figures 1

through 12. The oscillograms contain simultaneous traces of coil current and

armature motion. The armature motion was recorded to determine if the change

in voltage resulted in a noticeable change in the operate transit time. Four

values of voltage were used for fixed values of air gap and back tension. To

insure that neither the value of the air gap nor the value of back tension changed

the basic assumptions, six sets, with three values of back tension and two values

of air gap, were run.

Figures 1 and 2 show the traces of coil current and armature motion for an

air gap of 0.010 inches, back tension of 85 grams and 24, 36, h8, and 60 volts.

The time scale was 8.43 milliseconds per inch. In Figure 1, traces (a) and (b)

were taken with an applied voltage of 24.3 volts and zero series resistance while

traces (c) and (d) were taken with an applied voltage of 36.2 volts and a series

resistance of 516 ohms. For Figure 2, the voltage was 48.4 volts and the series

resistance was 1043 ohms for traces (a) and (b) while the voltage was 60.5 volts and

the series resistance was 1568 ohms for traces c) and (d).

Figures 3 and 4 have the same voltage and resistance increments and the same

air gap as Figures 1 and 2, but the back tension was set at 60 grams and the time

scale was d.22 milliseconds per inch. Figures 5 and 6 are the same as Figure 1

and 2 except a back tension of 40 grams was used.

Figures 7 and 8 were taken with the same voltage and resistance values as

Figures 1 and 2, but the air gap was set at 0.030 inches, the back tension was

40 grams, and the time scale was 9.52 milliseconds per inch. Figures 9 and 10



have the same values as Figures 7 and 8 except for back tension which was 60

grams and time scale which was 146.57 milliseconds per inch. Figures 11 and 12

are the same as Figures 7 and 8 except a time scale of 16.3 milliseconds per inch

was used and the back tension was 75 grams.

The armature closure time was measured from each of the coil current traces

in Figures 1 through 12 and is tabulated in Table I along with the values of

103 /(R4-IRs), air gap and back tension. These data are used to plot the curves

in Figures 14 and 15. The four points used to plot each curve give essentially

a straight line. This agrees with the result as suggested by equation 5 and Figure

13. The intercept gives the armature transit time. This armature transit time

can also be determined from the armature motion traces, if available, but some

difficulty is sometimes encountered in determining just exactly when the armature

starts to move. The armature motion trace shows an armature travel time of at

least 4.1 milliseconds while the intercept on the plot in Figure 14 gives a

value of 4.3 milliseconds. This is very close correlation considering all the

uncontrollable variables involved.

In Figure 14, the intercept for each of the three curves is the same

although each curve is for a different value of back tension. This result is

not out of line when the results as shown by Figure 14 of Section I of

this report are considered. The oscillogram shown in Figure 4 of Section I shows

that for the constant air gap used, a change in back tension had little effect

on the armature transit time. Probably, if extreme values of back tension were

used, some change would be evident.

Figure 15 is similar to Figure 14 except the air gap is 0.030 inches and the

largest value of back tension was 75 grams instead of 85 grams. With this large

value of air gap, the armature would not close consistantly with a back tension



of 85 grans. The results as shown in Figure 15 are consistant with that predicted

by equation 5 and Figure 13. The intercept is not the same for the three cases.

This is probably caused by the large value of air gap used which when combined

with the larger values of back tension resulted in operating in the upper limit of

armature closure.

The values of operate transit time as determined fran the armature motion

traces agrees fairly well with the values determined from the intercepts of the

plots in Figure 15. The intercept values are always larger than those determined

by examining the armature motion traces. This could be caused by the difficulty

involved in determining just when the armature started to move since the change

in slope of the trace is small at the instant the armature starts to move. Also,

the intercept value has some variance depending on how the four points are lined

up. Possibly several more points at smaller values of l/Rt (larger values of

applied voltage and series resistance) would reduce the amount of the variation in

drawing the line.

The results of this investigation indicate the followings (1) the operate

transit time is not materially affected by changing the applied voltage when the

final value of coil current is held constant, (2) the instantaneous pick-up

current is not influenced noticeably by changing the applied voltage with constant

steady state current, (3) an estimation of the operate transit time can be obtained

on a sealed relay by varying the applied voltage and holding the steady state coil

current constant, and (h) the effective inductance of the coil is not significantly

changed by the change in applied voltage with constant steady state current.

Additional inspection of equation (5) indicates that the slope of the plot,

as shown in Figures 14 and 15, is determined by L the effective inductance and

the instantaneous pick-up current k since I is constant for all the plots. If

L is not significantly affected by the spring bias, then some information about

-6-



k could be determined from an examination of the slopes of the plots.

This procedure, used to obtain the results shown in Figure 14 and 15,

offers another way of obtaining information about a sealed relay. If the

operate transit time can be determined from this procedure then the stationary

time cah also be determined since the armature closure time is available directly

from the coil current build up trace.

-7-.



TABLE I

Armature
Closure Time
milliseconds

22.8

17.2

13.8

11.8

20.0

15.1

12.3

10.7

14.8

11.3

9.7

8.5

31.0

24.0

20.2

17.7

44.8

34.0

28.6

24.4

51.5

38.8

31.9

27.6

Figure Trace Back
Tension
grams

103

R + Rs
kilomhos

0.950

0.638

0.477

0.382

0.950

0.638

0.477

0.382

0.950

0.638

0.477

0.382

0.950

0.638

0.477

0.382

0.950

0.638

0.477

0.382

0.950

0.638

0.477

0.382
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Air
Gap
-3

10 inches

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30



Traces: Operate -r mm

(a) Armature Motion

(b) Coil Current Build-Up : i

(c) Armature Motion li

(d) Coil Current Build-Up MEEEu....
Eu.....

S-m

F-gurE 1

Figur ea 1

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 8.43 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0.010 inches

Back Tension: 85 grams

Supply Voltage: 24.3 volts dc, traces a and b
36.2 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance: None, traces a and b
516 ohms, traces c and d
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Traces: Operate

(a) Armature Motion p

(b) Coil Current Build-Up ' .1
(c) Armature Motion l

(d) Coil Current Build-Up

Eli"'

mm
EN

Figure 2

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 8.h3 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0.010 inches

Back Tension: 55 grams

Supply Voltage: h8.h volts dc, traces a and b
60.5 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance. 10h3 ohms, traces a and b
1568 ohms, traces c and d
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Traces: Operate

(a) Armature Motion =.
(b) Coil Current Build-Up

(c) Armature Motion

(d) Coil Current Build-Up iii
U...

i

Figure 3

Os cillogram Da ta

Time Scale: 8.22 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0 .010 inche s

Back Tension: 60 grams

Supply Voltage: 24.3 volts dc, traces a and b
36.2 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance: None, traces a and b

516 ohms, traces c and d
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Traces: Operate

(a) Armature Motion a oEu

(b) Coil Current Build-Up

(c) Armature Motion

(d) Coil Current Build-Up .1111
1Eu....'

*immi:I

Air Gap 0 .0uuinnhe

BkTns : 0ga

Figure 4

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 8.22 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0.010 inches

Back Tension: 60 grams

Supply Voltage: 48.4 volts dc, traces a and b
60.5 volts dc, traces c and d

aeries Resistance: 10h3 ohms, traces a and b
1568 ohms, traces c and d
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Traces: Operate uEE"

(a) Armature Motion

".....
(b) Coil Current Build-Up 

::_

(c) Armature Motion
W.

Eu.
(d) Coil Current Build-Up

-U...

NU.

Figure 5

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 8.22 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0.010 inches

Back Tension: hO grams

Supply Voltage: 2h.3 volts dc, traces a and b
36.2 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance: None, traces a and b
516 ohms, traces c and d
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Traces: Operate siil

(a) Armature Motion .m

(b) Coil Current Build-Up 11
(c) Armature Motion

U.'
E....'

(d) Coil Current Build-Up iiiiii

iuri 6

.... '!!

Figure 6

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 8.22 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0.010 inches

Back Tension: 40 grams

supply Voltage: 48.4 volts dc, traces a and b
60.5 volts dc, traces d and d

Series Resistance: 10143 ohms, traces a and b
1568 ohms, traces c and d



Traces: Operate

(a) Armature Motion

(b) Coil Current Build-Up 1
(c) Armature Motion

(d) Coil Current Build-Up _*flIfI
iiEEEii

mmiii,

Figure 7

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 9.52 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0.030 inches

Back Tension: 40 grams

Supply Voltage: 24.3 volts dc, traces a and b
36.2 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance: None, traces a and b
516 ohms, traces c and d
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Traces: Operate

(a) Armature Motion

(b) Coil Current Build-Up .1
(c) Armature Motion

(d) Coil Current Build-Up nil

Figure 8

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 9.52 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale : 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0.030 inches

Back Tension: 40 grams

Supply Voltage: 48.1 volts dc, traces a and b

60.5 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance: 1043 ohms, traces a and b

1568 ohms, traces c and d
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Traces: Operate

(a) Armature Motion

(b) Coil Current Build-Up aE

(c) Armature Motion

(d) Coil Current Build-Up .11H1

---

SI

Figure 9

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 14.57 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0.030 inches

Back Tension: 60 grams

Supply Voltage: 24.3 volts dc, traces a and b
36.2 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance: None, traces a and b
516 ohms, traces c and d
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Traces: Opeate

(a) Armature Motion

(b) Coil Current Build-Up

(c) Armature Motion

(d) Coil Current Build-Up

Figure 10

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 14.57 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap: 0.030 inches

Back Tension: 60 grams

Supply Voltage: 48.4 volts dc, traces a and b
60.5 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance: 1043 ohnm& traces a and b
1568 ohms, ;.races c and d



Traces: Operate

(a) Armature Motion
a

(b) Coil Current Build-Up

(c) Armature Motion

(d) Coil Current Build-Up

Figure 11

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 16.3 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Air Gap:. 0.030 inches

Back Tension: 75 grams

Supply Voltage: 24.3 volts dc, traces a and b

36.2 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance: None, traces a and b
516 ohms, traces c and d
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Traces: Operate

(a) Armature Motion

(b) Coil Current Build-Up UE r

(c) Armature Motion l
(d) Coil Current Build-Up

U....'Eu....'

sm

Air Gap: mi30 inche

Bk s Oscillgram ata

Supply Voltage: h8.h volts dc, traces a and b
60.5 volts dc, traces c and d

Series Resistance: 10 3 ohms, traces a and b
1568 ohms, traces c and d



o.4 o.5 0.6
1o3/Rt - kilomhos

FIGURE 14 VARIABLE VOLTAGE WITH V/Rt CONSTANT, AIR GAP =0.010 INCHES
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SECTION IV

DIFFERENCE IN RELAYS OF THE SAME TYPE

It has been suspected that all relays manufactured on one

production line did not have identical characteristics. There are

several reasons why this would seem to be the case.

(1) Most relays are adjusted as a final step on the production

line. This adjustment consists of changing the air gap and spring

tension until a suitable pull-in and drop-out are found within the

limits of the measurement of the spring tension by a gram gage.

Much depends upon the human element in the adjustment process.

(2) The control of the physical dimensions of the different parts

of a relay may be such that there are variations in the number of turns

of wire, the resistance of the coil, the dimensions of the iron of the

magnetic circuit, and how all of the parts are finally assembled. A

variation in the magnetic properties of the iron would be another variable.

(3) A variation in the tolerances may be such that there is a wide

spread in the physical make-up of the relay. If all of the mechanical

parts were on the plus side for one relay and the minus side for another

relay, it would be suspected that these two relays would be somewhat

different in their performance.

It is conceivable that other changes might occur which would

cause a variation in relay performance. At the moment, the concern

would be to demonstrate a variation in relay characteristics. This can

be accomplished by the usual process of recording the current.



traces on oscillograms. This was done for four relays which were all

of the same type and sealed. All of these relays were transfer switches

or SPDT or Type C.

As usual, it was deemed necessary to hold several factors constant.

The applied voltage was 24.4 volts, the discharge resistance was 166 ohns,

and the coil current was 42.5 ma. 1%. That is, the measured value of

current was from 42.0 ma. to 43.0 ma. The time scale of the oscillo.

gram was 2.5 ms per inch and the current scale was 21.5 ma. per inch.

The only exception was that the lower part of Oscillogram III gives an

expanded version of the operate conditions of the upper operate traces.

The Oscillograms I, II, III, and IV are separate oscillograms for

the four relays. Oscillogram V gives a composite picture of the operate

and release traces. This last oscillogram shows how it is possible to

make an accurate comparison of the transient build-up current traces

and the decay traces.

It is noticed that the armature closure times of the four relays

are different. A far greater difference is noticed in the release times.

The cusp on the build-up trace indicates the armature closure time and

the hump on the decay trace indicates the release time.

Since it has been demonstrated that there is a noticeable difference

in the operate and release transients, the next problem is to attempt to

analyze the characteristics to determine, if possible, how these trans.

ients are influenced by the relay adjustments. Since the problem is

concerned with sealed relays, it becomes necessary to work with a relay

which is not sealed and show how the transients are influenced by the

-2



various adjustments.

The number of parameters and variables which are possible makes

this problem extremely complicated unless several of these parameters

are held constant. This problem will be concerned with air gap, spring

tension and residual air gap. It is assumed that other factors are con-

stant.

The remainder of this report is devoted to this problem. A scheme

has been devised to compare a test relay with a standard relay and

determine which parameters have been varied and whether or not the

parameter has been increased or decreased.
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Traces: Relay #1

(a) Transfer contact voltage - operate

(b) Coil current build-up

(c) Transfer contact voltage - release

(d) Coil current ducay

(e) Transfer contact voltage - operate -
expanded scale

(f) Coil current build-up cusp - expanded
scale

Oscillogram Data Figure 1

Time Scale: 2.5 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 22.3 milliamperes per inch

Supply Voltage: 24.4 volts dc,

Discharge Resistance 166 ohms

Coil Resistance 567 ohms
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Traces:

(a) Transfer contact voltage - operate

(b) Coil current build-up

(c) Transfer contact voltage - release

(d) Coil current decay

(e) Coil current build-up-expanded scale

(f) Transfer contact voltage - operate -

expanded scale

Figure 2
Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 2.5 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 22.3 milliamperes per inch

Supply Voltage: 24.1 volts dc,

Discharge ROsistanco 166 ohms

Coil hesistanc, 574 ohms
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Traces:

(a) Transfer contact voltage - opera

(b) Coil current build-up

(c) Transfer contact voltage - relea

(d) Coil current decay

(e) Coil current build-up - expanded
scale

te

se

(f) Transfer contact voltage - operate -
expanded scale

Oscillogram Data Figure 3

Time Scale: 2.5 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 22.3 milliamperes per inch

Supply Voltage: 24.4 volts dc.

Discharge Resistance 166 ohms

Coil Resistance 574 ohms
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Traces: Relay #h

(a) Transfer contact voltage - operate

(b) Coil current build-up

(c) Transfer contact voltage - release

(d) Coil current decay

(e) Transfer contage voltage - operate -
expanded scale

(f) Coil current build-up cusp-expanded
scale

Figure 4

Oscillo-ram Data

Time Scale: 2.5 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 22.3 milliarperes per inch

Supply Voltage: 24.4 volts dc.

Discharge Resistance: 166 ohms

Coil Resistance: 574 ohms
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Traces:

(a, b, c, and

(a) Relay #1

(b) " #2

(c) " #3

(d) " #4

(e,

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

f, g, and

Relay #1

" #2

" #3

" #4

d) Coil Current Build-Up

h) Coil Current Decay

Figure 5

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 2.5 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 21.25 milliamperes per inch

Supply Voltage: 24.4 volts dc.

Discharge Resistance: 166 ohms
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SECTION V

INFLUENCE OF PARAMETERS ON THE

TRANSIENT COIL CURRENT OF A RELAY

This section is introduced to give the background and facts

which are used in Section VI to construct a logic network with which

certain parameters of a sealed relay can be evaluated as to their

relative change. This change is relative to some standard relay, which

is defined in Section VI.

Air Gap During Operate

Figure 1 shows a typical transient Coil current trace (i) for the

operate condition of a relay. The armature motion (x) is shown also

to indicate the cause of the discontinuity in the current trace. The par-

ticular shape of the transient coil current trace of any relay is depend-

ent upon certain parameters such as air gap, spring bias, residual gap, and

others.

x
Zero slope

04

4J"4

1o 0

t Time t

Figure 1. Typical Transient Coil Current
Trace and Armature Motion on
Operate
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Since all of the parameters have not been investigated at the present time

(investigated to see their effects upon the transient coil current), the

parameters that have been investigated will be used this time to illustrate

the possibilities of evaluating the sealed relay. Assume that all of the

parameters are fixed with the exception of the three variables mentioned,

spring bias, air gap, and residual gap.

Until the armature starts to move, indicated by time (t), the only

equation of interest is the electric equation 1 (a).

E = iR +a d(la)
dt

Since most relays operate in a non-saturated region during the operate time,

it will be assumed that the relationship between 0 and i is linear. There

are three unknown conditions in this equation. Solving for current gives:

i fE_ I1 - e -Rt (lb)
R a o

R = Coil Resistance and Shunt Resistance
E = Power Supply

a = Effective Inductance of Circuit

If the value of pull in current and the time the armature starts to move

were known, the effective inductance of the open air gap magnetic cir-

cuit would be known. This effective inductance for any relay should not

change unless the air gap, coil windings (heel gap), or the magnetic

circuit material are different. Since the coil and the magnetic material

are assumed to be constant " a " should be a parameter to indicate changing

air gap.

To see if equation (lb) can duplicate the build up coil trace for a

given relay, Figure 2 gives the actual coil current trace for a relay.

To evaluate " a 0" a value of current can be selected any time before the

-2-



V = 25 VDC
Iss = 23.4 MA

Air Gap = .050 inches
Residual Gap =. 0057 inches
Rc = 1070 ohms

Spring Bias = 70 grams
Vss = Steady State Voltage
Iss = Steady State Current
Rc = Resistance of Coil and Shunt

Oscillogram Data:

Current Scale: i = 11. 7 MA/in.
Displacement Scale: x = .022 in/in.
Time Scale: t = 15 MS/in.

Fig. 2,. Oscillogram of Transient Coil Current
and Armature Motion on Operate
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armature starts to move. This is done below.

Rt
1o=nr1 pull in-13 MA

E
s R ~-=I s = 23 .fitMA

oll.!t .'309.3 MS
ao 24 h,.uli

E =25 VDC

R =1070 ohms

Using this value of IWO ", (i) can be plotted against time with

equation (lb). The results are plotted in Figure 3 along with the actual

curve. This duplication indicates that the assumption of flux and current

being linearly related is quite accurate for this relay. Even for saturated

relays, the form of the coil current trace until the armature starts to

move is determined by the air gap. This can be seen in the equation for

current (lb) where'" is the only constant which is a function of the

magnetic circuit.

This means that if two supposedly similar relays have a different

coil current form, their air gaps are different.

To simplify the terminology, the constant"o will be associated

with the magnetic circuit before the armature starts to move on the

operate condition. To find ':: " using the value of current when the

armature starts to move, there would be some question as to when the

armature started to move. (This refers to the sealed relay where the

armature motion cannot be recorded). Although there is some evidence,

Figure 1, that the time (tb) before the zero slope on the current trace

is approximately equal to the time (ta) after the zero elope, there

- L-
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-3(

-r.4

2(

i 1(I

o t

1:R,.

f 47q

Time - Milliseioii s
ii rI

Fig. 3 . Comparison of Actual Coil Current with
the Calculated Value Until Armature
Starts to Move on Operate
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seems to be some deviation from this on multiple contact relays with

unusual spacings and on some relays with very small air gaps. The

time when the armature starts to move is illustrated in the oscillo-

gram of Figure (Li). Here the coil current trace and the armature motion

are shown for five different air gaps. Each trace shows that the times

(tb) and (ta) are approximately equal.

To find 'b:'" however, the exact time that the armature starts to

move is not necessary. Any time before the armature starts to move

is all that is needed since moo" can duplicate the coil current trace at

this point. A good rule of thumb would be to make (tb) twice (ta)*

When the magnetic circuit is saturated, the same time should be used

in all comparisons since 'bmo" is not a constant in this case.

The transit time for the armature changes with air gap, which

should be expected since the travel distance changes. However, the

percentage of transit time vs, the time change in the current build up

is very low. This can be seen from Figure 4. For a total change in

air gap of .0306 inches the change in build up time (until the armature

starts to move) was 16.5 ms while the change in transit time was 3.6

ms. The total time change with air gap was 20.1 ms. The build up

change comprises 80 % of this change while the transit time accounts

for only 20 %. For this reason the build up curve is the most important

part of the transient coil current trace in this type of analysis. For

the analysis of the mechanical structure the transit portion of the coil

current trace would be an important portion of the trace along with the

-6-



Air Gap Settings from Top
Trace to Lower Trace:

A. G. (inches)

.050

.045

.036

.033

.019

Vss = 25 VDC

Iss = 23.4 MA

Residual Gap = . 005 inches
Rc = 1070 ohms

Spring Bias = 55 grams

Oscillogram Data.

Current Scale: i = 11. 7 MA/in.
Displacement Scale: x = . 0225 in/in.
Time Scale: t = 15 MS /in.

Fig. 1. . Oscillogram Recording Different
Air Gaps on Operate
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contact voltage.

Residual Gap on Operate

The residual gap on operate has no effect on the build up form.

The only effect the residual has is to change the transit time and the

'b" that is associated with the release condition. This is illustrated

in the oscillogram of Figure (5). The residual pin has been changed

keeping the air gap and spring bias constant.

For each different residual setting the armature always starts

to move at the same time. The travel time and distance change con-

siderably but the coil current shape, until the armature starts to

move, is the same in all four cases. The obi" associated with the re-

lease condition of the relay appears in the operate condition after the

armature has seated. After the armature has seated, the effective in-

ductance of the circuit is the same as before the armature starts to

move on release. The reason for this can be illustrated by a0 vs. i

curve for the armature blocked open and blocked closed.

Figure (6) is a typical curve of this nature. Until the armature

starts to move on operate the relationship between and i is deter-

mined by curve (A). Until it starts to move on release, the relation-

ship between e and i is given by curve (B). During the transit period

the relationship between current and flux is some value other than

that set by curves (A) and (B). However, since the air gap affects

curve (A) and the residual affects curve (B), the current trace is also

-8-



Residual Settings From Top
Trace to Lower Trace:

R. G. (inches)

Heel Average

.008

.020

.030

001

V = 25 VDC
ss

Iss = 23.4 MA

Air Gap = . 037 inches
Spring Bias = 97 grams
Rc = 1070 ohms

Oscillogram Data:

Current Scale: i =
Displacement Scale:
Time Scale: t = 15

11. 7 MA /in.
x = . 0185 in/in.

MS / in.

Fig. 5. Oscillogram Recording Different
Residual Gaps on Operate
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influenced in some similar manner. This condition permits the isola-

tion of the two Or's" and gives a method of separating the influence

of the two parameters, air gap and residual gap.

(B)

x
.- , (A)

Current i

Figure 6. Typical Flux vs. Current Curve for Open
and Closed Air Gap

This can readily be seen in Figure (5). The current trace before

the armature starts to move is constant while the trace after the arma-

ture starts to move changes considerably, depending upon the residual

gap. The effect is the same as shifting curve (B) in Figure 6 closer

to curve (A) until they are almost the same, as indicated in the lower

trace of Figure (5).

The residual gap will be discussed in more detail when the re-

lease condition of the relay is analyzed. There the '" on release

will be evaluated for determining residual gap change.
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Spring Bias Operate

The effects of changing spring bias on the coil current trace ap-

pear at first glance to have the same effects associated with changing

air gap. Actually, there is only one thing they have in common -- the

factor, time. They both cause an increasing or decreasing operate

time for increased or decreased values of the two parameters. Figure (7)

shows an oscillogram with the spring bias changed through five differ-

ent values. The armature motion is also present to give an idea of

the transit time change.

Inspection of the equation (lb) will show why the spring bias has

a different effect on the build-up current trace.

E -rt
-R in -r(lb)

Since 'W0" is affected only by the magnetic cir cuit, the only

other parameters that can influence the trace are R, E, and i. Since

E and R are controllable, they can be eliminated. This leaves (i) as

the factor which must be affected by spring bias. This is true because

the dynamic flux has to build up to a certain value to overcome the re-

straining forces of the armature and spring. Since this restraining force

is mostly determined by the spring bias, the value of current at which the

armature starts to move will be a function of this force. Then equation (lb)

can be written as

I fs)current as a -lc

t =ln -1 (o- If = function of
ss R spring bias



Spring Bias Settings from Top
Trace to Lower Trace:

S. B. (grams)

120
95
80
60
45

Vss = 25 VDC

Iss = 23. 4 MA

Air Gap = .031 inches
Residual Gap = .005 inches
Rc = 1070 ohms

Oscillogram Dat a:

Current Scale: i = 11. 7 MA/in.
Displacement Scale: x = .013 in/in.
Time Scale: t = 15 MS/in.

Fig. 7.. Oscillogram Recording Different
Spring Biases on Operate
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Since I increases as spring bias increases, equation (lc) easily

explains why the time for operation increases as the spring bias increases.

The general shape of the build up curve is unaltered with chang-

ing spring bias as was mentioned in the discussion on air gap. This

gives a method of determining which of the two parameters has affected

the coil current build up, assuming only one or the other has been altered.

The coil current trace after the armature has seated is changed

slightly with changing spring bias. The cause of this is similar to the

change caused by a changing residual gap or air gap. However there

is a distinct difference. The difference can be explained using Figures

(8a) and (8b).

The general relationship between the bias force and the value of flux

needed to overcome this force so that the armature will start moving is

given by equation (ld)

Bias Force = k t2 (ld)

The constant k is determined by the area of the effective air gap

and the permeability of the space material. For small air gaps and small

working angles the area could be assumed constant. This makes the value of

flux a constant for any air gap (small) as long as the spring bias is constant.

However, if the spring bias is changed the value of flux to overcome this force

is changed.

Figure (8a) gives a typical magnetization curve for a relay with

the air gap open and closed. Assuming the Rfi and 4 are the values
sl s2

of flux needed to overcome spring bias forces F and F2 respectively,

the value of current to give [ and s is shown as i and i . When
sl s2 sl s20We
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(B) Closed air gap

Open air gap

Current i

Fig. 8 a. Flux vs. Current Curves for Changing Spring Bias

Closed air gap

5 Open air gap o

Open air gap tv

1 I

I I

ne

wo

Current i

Fig. 8 b. Flux vs. Current Curves for Changing Air Gap
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the armature closes these currents i and is 2 would give flux values

of p0 and / if the armature closed in zero time and the flux could
cl c2

change in this same time. However, the flux cannot change this rapid-

ly due to the property of inductance. Therefore the flux goes to some

value less than 9cl and c2, which in turn gives values of icl and ic2

which are less than isl and is2. This is the reason for the decrease

in current during the transit time of the armature. However, if the

open and closed curves of Figure (8a) were parallel, the difference be-

tween (i - icl) and (i 2 - ic2) would be zero, and the only noticeable

difference on the transient current trace would be the times that the

transit period occurred. Even if the curves are not parallel, the

change in (i 1 - i ) and (i - i 2 ) with changing spring bias is not

very noticeable unless the change in spring bias causes the values of

flux to vary over a large portion of the vs. i curves.

The same type of analysis can be carried out for changing air

gap with constant spring force. However in this situation the value of

flux needed remains essentially a constant (assuming the effective area

remains constant). This is illustrated in Figure (8b) with two different

air gaps. The difference between (isl -cl) and (is 2 - ic 2) is due

not only to the magnetization curves being non-parallel, but also

because the magnetization curves are shifted, with a changing air gap.

This difference usually appears more noticeable in the transient current

trace than is the case for changing spring bias. A comparison of the

oscillograms in Figures (h) and (7) will demonstrate this condition.
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Results of the Build-Up Analysis

The analysis of the build up coil current trace during the transient

period has given a method of assigning a distinct peculiarity to the trace

that can be associated with a certain parameter.

The air gap can be associated with a constant 'b(" which should

remain unaltered for any particular relay as long as the air gap is un-

changed. (This assumes the magnetic material, heel gap and coil in-

ductance are unchanged.) The spring bias affects only the operate

time and does not change the shape and form of the coil current trace

until the armature starts to move.

These facts at the present are interesting, but do not allow the

complete evaluation of the relay unless they can be identified together.

The next section dealing with the release condition of the coil current

trace will give other facts separate from the ones found on operate.

When combined, these facts will give enough information that combinations

of the changing parameters can be detected.

Air Gap During Release

The air gap on the release condition can be eliminated as a pa-

rameter until the armature starts to move. This is apparent since

the air gap is the residual gap until the armature starts to move.

Figure (9) illustrates this fact. The oscillogram of Figure (9) shows

the release current and armature motion with variable air gap. The

form of the release current remains unchanged until the armature

starts to move. Also the time from de-energization until the armature

starts to move remains the same independent of the air gap. Like the

residual on operate, the air gap on release affects the transit time

and the shape of the current trace after the armature has quit moving.

The reasons for this are the same as e gained by Figure (8b),



Air Gap Settings from Top

Trace to Lower Trace:

A. G. (inches)

.045
.031
.018
.011

Vss = 25 VDC

Iss = 23. 4 MA/in.

Residual Gap = . 005 inches
Spring Bias = 100 grams

R c = 1070 ohms

Oscillogram Data:

Current Scale: i =
Displacement Scale:
Time Scale: t = 15

11. 7 MA/in.
x = .020 in/in.
MS/in.

Fig. 9.. Oscillogram Recording Different

Air Gaps on Release
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Residual Gap on Release

The residual gap on release determines the relationship between

the flux and the current in a manner similar to that of the air gap on

operate. The equation to evaluate this relationship is the electric

circuit equation (la) with E equal to zero ando< r instead ofo 0 which

gives equation (le).

0 iR +(di idt (lel

Assuming that the flux and current are related by a constant gives

iR = -r di

Solving for current gives

ocr- e(lf)

Rc = Resistance of coil and shunt

Rd External discharge resistance

E =Voltage before switch is opened

{r = Effective inductance on release

The "14" in this equation has the same function as "Ao" had on operate.

The '".4 of a relay is affected only by the residual gap.

To show that tw " and "c." are different for a relay, the same

conditions are imposed on the relay that were imposed on the relay in

Figure (2). The release trace is recorded as shown by the oscillogram

of Figure (10).

Solving for "<1r" changes equation (lf) to the form

(Rd + Re) tr
oQr= (lg)

InCl h
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V = 25 VDC
ss

Iss = 23. 4 MA

Air Gap = . 050 inches

Residual Gap = . 0057 inches
Spring Bias = 70 grams
Restoring Forces = 85 grams
R = 1070 ohms

c
Rd = 1040 ohms

Rd = Discharge Resistor

Oscillogram Data:

Current Scale: i = 11. 7 MA/in.
Displacement Scale: x = .022 in/in.
Time Scale: t = 15 MS/in.

Fig. 10:. Oscillogram of Transient Coil Current
and Armature Motion on Release
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Iss E *i value of current at t
'ss R ' r r

Rd o100 ohms; Rc.= 1070 ohms; Iss= 23-h MA.

From oscillogram

time for release is 30.6 ms.

ir = 2.92 MA

O(r 31.0 henries.

"O(f "from Figure (2) was 24.0 henries.

Since "100" and "od" are different and independent of each other
o r

except for the magnetic circuit material, this gives an easy and fast

method of checking the residual and air gap for any lot of relays to see

if the two parameters have the same adjustment on all the relays.

The magnetic circuit for the release condition is more likely to

be saturated than it is for tie operate condition. For this reason, the

current curve might not always be duplicated by the equation (if).

For the purpose of checking : b", however, this problem does not complicate

the situation. The same time can always be used for checking each relay's

coil current and "14I should still remain the same unless the residual

has changed. This also eliminated the same problem on the operate condition

of air gap.

To see if I:8" remains essentially constant during the release
r

condition the current trace is evaluated by equation (lf). The results

are plotted in Figure (11) along with the actual curve.

From Figure (11) it is apparent the relationship is not linear as

was assumed in the solution of equation (le). However, as was men-

tioned above, as long as the same time (tr) is used in checking all

curves to be compared, the results should always be the same, unless

the residual has changed.
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Comparison of Actual Coil Current with the
Calculated Value until the Armature Starts

to Move on Release
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The value of current used for checking 1 i" could be chosen at

the minimum value of current just before the characteristic hump ap-

pears. This is illustrated in Figure (12).

< ",-

0

Time t

Figure 12. Typical Release Curve for Transient

Coil Current and Armature Motion

on Release

This point is very nearly the position that the armature starts

to move. The reason the current starts to change simultaneously

with armature movement is that the residual is usually so small the

change in magnetic circuit (residual gap) is very noticeable in this

range. Equation (lh) which is the electric equation after the armature

starts to move can be used to explain this situation.

iR =-N ( 9 .(h

i
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For small air gaps (residual) the change of flux with respect to air

gap (x) has its greatest value since the change in reluctance is greatest

in this region. To illustrate the fact that the minimum current before

the hump and the beginning of the armature motion occur simultaneously

for different residual gaps, the oscillogram in Figure (13) shows this

condition.

Figure (13) also indicates that if a relay has a small residual

gap (top trace) the setting on this relay would be very critical in de-

termining the release time. The change in residual of the first two

traces was .0046 inches and the time change was 68 ms. The total

time change from first residual (.001) to last (.0226) was only 86 ms.

This means that 80% of the time change was caused by only 20% of the

residual change. This percentage will vary from relay to relay, de-

pending upon the type of residual and magnetic material. The general

trend should be present on all types of relays, however, since the

force is a function of one over the residual gap squared.

Spring Bias on Release

The restoring force of a relay affects the coil current trace in

a manner similar to the spring bias effect on operate. The lp "i is

not changed by a different spring bias, only the value of drop-out cur-

rent is altered. This in turn affects the release time of the relay.

This is illustrated by the oscillogram of Figure (14) in which only the
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Residual Settings from Top
Trace to Lower Trace

R. G. (inches)
Heel Average =. 001

. 0056

.013

. 023

Vss = 25 VDC

Iss = 23.4 MA

Air Gap = . 033 inches

Restoring Force = 105 grams
Rc = 1070 ohms

Rd = 1040 ohms

Oscillogram Data:

Current Scale: i = 11. 7 MA/in.
Displacement Scale: x = .0165 in/in.
Time Scale: t = 30 MS /in.

Fig. 13. Oscillogram Recording Different
Residual Gaps on Release



restoring force of the relay was changed. The armature motion is

also recorded to show that, as in the case of spring bias on operate,

the transit time is unaffected by the changing restoring force.

Another interesting and useful characteristic of changing spring

bias is apparent in Figure (14). The size of the hump when the arma-

ture starts to move is increased with increasing restoring bias. This

characteristic can be used to separate the parameters, residual gap

and restoring force, since the residual gap, Figure (13), has the opposite

characteristic. As the residual gap is increased, the characteristic

hump is decreased.

Results of Release Analysis

The release condition of a relay has several given characteris-

tics which can be associated with certain parameters. These parameters,

residual gap, and restoring bias could not be detected readily by observing

the operate condition of the relay. A brief description of the characteristics

associated with the two parameters will be given.

The residual gap changes the f t" of the relay and gives a noticeable
r

change in hump during the transit period. This changed in hump with 11 "

increases with decreasing residual gap. The change in shape of the coil

current trace was not as noticeable on the release condition as was the

case on operate for changing air gap. The transit time of the relay had

a noticeable change with changing residual gap.

The restoring force of the relay affected only the value of drop-

out current which in turn affected the release time. The transit time

did not have a noticeable change which was the case for the operate

condition with changing spring bias. The characteristic hump during
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Restoring Force Settings from
Top Trace to Lower Trace:

R. F. (grams)

130
115
100

87
65

Vss = 25 VDC

Iss = 23.4 MA

Air Gap for First Time = . 025 inches
Air Gap for Other Traces = . 019 inches

Residual Gap = . 005 inches
R = 1070 ohms

c
Rd = 1040 ohms

Oscillogram Data:

Current Scale: i =
Displacement Scale:
Time Scale: t = 15

11. 7 MA/in.
x = . 010 in/in.
MS/in.

Fig. 114. Oscillogram Recording Different
Restoring Forces or Release
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the transit condition had a noticeable change which increased with in-

creasing restoring force.

Summary of Section

The three parameters air gap, spring tension, and residual gap have been in-

vestigated to see their individual effects upon the transient coil current of

a relay. Each parameter has exhibited a characteristic that is distinguishable

from the coil current trace. Some of the characteristics are more pronounced

than others, but this seems to be caused by different relay designs more than

by the parameters themselves.

The problem, however, is to detect different combinations of the

different parameters from the coil current trace and be able to tell in

which direction they have changed (relative to some standard relay of the

same type).
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SECTION VI

LOGICAL CONCLUSIONS FROM INDIVIDUAL ANALYSES

The investigation of individual parameters in Section V revealed

many interesting but seemingly unrelated facts. For example, the dis-

cussion of air gap on operate, and the oscillogram of Figure (h) indicate

that the operate time increases for increasing air gap while the "o "

decreases.1 Many more conclusions of this type can be extracted from

the individual analyses performed on the various parameters. The purpose

of this chapter is to relate these facts so that dependable conclusions

about the change in the parameters might be obtained by inspection of

the transient coil current trace.

The method of determining that a parameter changed and how it changed

(increased, decreased, or remained the same) is like the process used in a

mathematical proof, or contradiction, of a statement. First, the system to

which the statement pertains is defined; then the facts about that sys-

tem are gathered to be used in analyzing the statement. From the

boundaries of the system and the facts about the system, the state-

ment can be evaluated using traditional logic.

The accepted logical argument or inference is a statement say-

ing: If certain propositions are true, then some other proposition

1
1101" can be evaluated by using equation (lb) and the same

time t -on all five traces of Figure (h) in Section V
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must be true.2 The example usually cited in a basic logic course con-

tains the three categorical propositions, "All animals are mortal,"

"All cats are animals," and "All cats are mortal." In this example

the third proposition necessarily follows from the first two. The sec-

ond proposition replaces "animals" in the first proposition with "cat"

which yields the third proposition exactly.

One of the important things about this accepted logical process

is the truth of the propositions used have no effect on the process it-

self. For example, using the two categorical propositions "All trees

are red," "All dogs are trees," necessarily infers that "All dogs are

red." The logical argument is valid, but the propositions used are

obviously untrue.

This type of reasoning allows a synthesis or analysis process to

be constructed without regard for the truth of any propositions used

in the process. For engineering work, however, the emphasis is

usually placed on making certain that the propositions are true. The

method of obtaining conclusions from these propositions is usually

available in the form of an equation.

The logic network to be constructed in this section necessarily

has to be based on some system and must use facts about that system.

This was the reason for the time and space used in the previous section

dealing with the relay system. The facts determined about the relay

and the conditions under which these facts were established are needed

2
Culbertson, James T., Mathematics and Logic for Digital De-

vices, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey,
Toronto, New York, London, p. 87.
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to have a logical network which might be useful. It should be stressed,

however, that the network itself is not dependent upon the absolute truth

of these facts or the method used to determine these facts.

There is some indication that there are better ways of determining if

the O{'s of a relay have changed. Such a method would be to take the derivative

of the current which should be more noticable than the method used at present.

The statements to be made in this system come from the transient coil current.

The statement contains two portions, the operate and the release conditions

of the transient coil current. This system is defined by the conditions

about the relay and the experimental facts concluded from the individual

analysis of each parameter.

Before a logic circuit can be constructed, the conditions and conclusions

from the individual analyses of Section V should be stated in an orderly

and concise form. The Tables I and II are symbols and abbreviations which

will help to accomplish this task. Also, the standard relay should be

defined. The standard relay is any relay that has the desired performance

and is the same type as the relays to be evaluated.
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TABLE I

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

effective inductance associated with air gap

effective inductance associated with residual
ofr gap

C. H. changing hump (refers to discontinuity in cur-

rent trace on release)

current at to of standard

io2 current at to of test relay

ir current at t of standard1r1 r

ir2 current at tr of test relay

R. F. restoring force

6. B. spring bias

6. T. spring tension

t time to be used in comparing operate current
0 trace of test relay against standard relay trace

tr same as to except for release condition

trl time for armature releasing of standard relay
(minimum current before hump)

tr2 time for armature releasing of test relay

t~l time for armature seating of standard relay
(minimum current after hump)

ts2 time for armature seating of test relay



TABLE II

LIST OF SYMBOLS

.-. if and only if

-* implies that

increased

decreased

. no change

, therefore

> greater than

4 less than

Conditions :

Conditions and Conclusions from Section

I. All other variables of a relay are fixed except air

gap, residual gap, and spring tension.

II. The spring tension affects both the spring- bias and

restoring force in the manner prescribed below.

S. B. and R. F. S.TP

S. B.eJ and R. F. S. T.

(This limits the present logic network to simple
spring systems)

III. A standard relay has been selected.

With these conditions, the conclusions of Section V are

1. do changes air gap changes.

2. Ckr changes residual gap changes

3. Both operate and release times are influenced by a change

in S. T.

4. changes the operate time and current form.
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5. ot changes the release time and current form.

6. Time is influenced by the change of any one variable.

7.- 0 does not influence release trace before armature
0

starts to move.

8. :{r does not influence operate trace before armature

starts to move.

9. The size of the hump on the release curve changes with of .
r

10. The size of the hump on the release curve changes with

S. T.

There are other facts that could be mentioned from the results

of. Section V. Assuming that the ten above are true, however, enough in-

formation is available to evaluate a sealed relay as to what parameters

have been changed. These same ten facts can be expanded to indicate

in what relative direction the parameters have been changed. This

direction is, of course, relative to the parameters of the standard re-

lay. The information that cannot be obtained is the degree of change

in absolute magnitudes. However, this type of analysis is intended

for quality control and diagnostic analysis, not absolute control.

Expanding the conclusions with the relationships of Section V

gives

1. O = Rt0/ In 1 g oi - .G
1 - o oy H - .G

Iss } #9 i0 --- >A. G.

Therefore,- for an increase or decrease in air gap there is ade-

crease or increase ino .

2 ( R0r r .... y R. G.
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Therefore, for an increase or

is a decrease or increase inr'

3. S. T.1t -- operate time

S. T. *operate time

h.

o o1

decrease in residual gap,, there

T4,
y

r

and

and

in release time

in release time

operate time

operate time

5. Mr f ... release time

release time

6. Each parameter influences

both.

7. o( does not influence rele

to move .

8. Of does not influence opera

to move .

9. urmpYum

f(r j hump 4

10. S. T.t -- > hump r

S. T. --- hump y --- >

4

the operate or release time or

ase trace before armature starts

'ate trace before armature starts

time f or

time for

time for

time for

release '1

release 4

release 4

release

From the above conditions a logic network can now be constructed

to give the relative change in parameters by inspection of the transient

e.l current trace on operate and release. The two examples below

show the basic steps used in construction of such a network.
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Example I:

These facts imply that c'o($ ,t s 2 > tsl and ar' r2 rl

using the operate statement gives the following conclusion

vo -- air gap - time for operate 4

but the operate time increased: therefore the spring bias must have

decreased since 'ei(r" has no effect on the operate time. Using the

release statement to check the above conclusion gives

-r - - residual gap- -- release time- but, the

release time decreased; therefore the restoring force must have decreased

-8-

Given: Standard relay trace for operate and release

Find:: The relative change in parameters of a supposedly iden-

tical relay

Steps: 1. Find i and i of standard relay for time t and t
ol rl 0 r.

2. Note time armature seats and opens, t5 1 , trl

(minimum current at discontinuity on operate and

release).

3. Record transient coil current of relay to be evalu-

ated on operate and release.

i. Find new i 2 and ir2, using same time to and t

above.

5. Check to see if seating time ts 2 and release time

tr2 have changed.

For illustrative purposes assume the following statement is issued by

the transient coil current:

(a) The operate trace indicates it2 st2  > ts

(b) The release trace indicates ir2 tr2 trl



since n n has no effect on the release time. (In this case the release

trace was used only as a check since the S. T. could have been determined

by the operate statement.) From the above analysis the parameters that are

different from the standards are air gap (smaller) and spring tension (smaller).

Example II :

Assume the transient coil current trace indicates the following:

(a) Operate trace: io2 ts2 = sl'

(b) Release trace: ir2 , r2 = rl

These facts imply that o(4$, rt ts2  tsl r2 ' trl'

inspection of the operate statement yields the conclusion:

SOt ot A. G. 4 ----- time for operate 4

but time for operate remained the same; therefore spring bias must

have increased to counteract the time change the decreasing air gap

should have caused. (This is true because 4 does not affect the

operate time.) Inspection of the release statement yields the conclu-

sion

oir1I R. G. - release time t

but the time for operate remained the same; therefore restoring force

must have decreased to counteract the effect of a change in residual

gap. (This is true because o(o does not affect the release time.)

The total conclusion from this example is that the spring bias

increased and the restoring force decreased. This could be possible

except for the condition that stated

S.B.t and R. F. 4--*S. T. I

S. B.4 and R.'F.4 4-3. T.
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Therefore the only conclusion that can be drawn about the relay is

that some parameter besides air gap, residual gap and spring tension

is different from the standard relay.

Example II was given to illustrate that other conditions can exist

when analyzing a relay by this process. This is true because only three

parameters have been included assuming all others constant.

The network constructed in this paper gives only the conditions

that could exist with any combinational change of the three parameters

A. G., R. G., and S. T. All other parameters have been fixed as

stated in the conditions of the system. The general network is shown

in Figure (1).

From Figure (1) it is evident the number of conditions that can

exist on the transient coil current are many. Therefore even though

the analysis process could be carried out independent of the network

in Figure (1), the process is greatly simplified by the construction of

this logic network. The size of the network depends on the number of

conditions that it takes to relate all of the parameters involved. Only

three parameters were used in this analysis, but seventeen conditions

were used to relate these parameters to the transient coil current.

This gave for the one input (coil current trace) 57 paths or conditions.

To verify all of these paths experimentally is not feasible. Also,

the procedure is the most important part of the analysis. The problem of

determining whether or not the network allows a correct analysis of a

certain physical system depends only upon the validity of the conditions

and conclusions used in constructing the logic network. Seven examples

are given, however, to show the simplicity of the network.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Since the transit time of a relay is influenced by a small percentage

when the air gap and residual gap are changed, the seating and release times

will be considered the same if they have not changed over five percent of the

total operate or release times.

To be sure that all parameters remained constant except the three variables

air gap, residual gap, and spring tension, the same relay is used for both the

standard relay and the test relay. The actual changes for each of the seven

examples are given in the data along with each oscillogram. The first and third

trace of each oscillogram is the operate and release traces of the standard

relay. The second and fourth trace on each oscillogram is the operate and

release trace of the test relay.

COMPARISON NUMBER ONE (Figure 2)

Selecting to and tr as 20 MS the quantities needed for the analysis are:

Standard Relay
t = 20 M t = 52.5 MS
io0l13.6MA t -39 MS
ir 1  83 M
t , 20 MS

Test Relay t2 40.5 MS
to =.20 MS tr2
io2=13.1 MA tr2r483 

MA
t =20MS

Comparing iol with io2 gives 1o2 C oJ

I rl i r2 i r2 =- rl

Comparing operate and release times gives ts 2  ts

r2 trl

-12-



These facts imply that:

4=4ot

o(r -

Operate time decreased

Release time remained same

These facts can be used to trace through the logic network which

will give the relative change of the parameters, air gap, residual gap,

and spring tension.

Following through the network shows the following differences

between the standard relay and the test relay.

A. G.4,

S. T. -

R. G. -

-13-



Traces:

(a) Standard relay coil current

build-up

(b) Test relay coil current

build-up

(c) Standard relay coil current

decay

(d) Test relay coil current decay

Figure 2

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Standard Relay: Air Gap 0.037 inches
Residual Gap 0.005 inches
Spring Tension 105 grams

Test Relay: Air Gap 0.031 inches
Residual Gap 0.005 inches
Spring Tension 105 grams

-11-



COMPARISON NUMBER TWO (Figure 3)

Standard Relay:

t 20MS
i = 13.4MA
l sh.83 MA

:20 MS

Test Relay:

t = 20 MS
1i 2'13,.4 MA
S2= 4.83 MAr2

tr z 20 MS

These facts imply:

Operate time

Release time

T

Tracing through the network gives:

A. G. -

S. T. 1
R. G. -

t 40.5 s
=39 MS

t = 47.l MS
ts2 4m



Traces:

(a) Standard relay coil current

build-up

(b) Test relay coil current

build-up

(c) Standard relay coil current

decay

(d) Test relay coil current

decay

Figure 3

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Standard Relay: Air Gap 0.031 inches
Residual Gap 0.005 inches
Spring Tension 105 grams

Test Relay: Air Gap 0.031 inches
Residual Gap 0.005 inches
Spring Tension 130 grams

-1(>-



COMPARISON NUMBER THREE (Figure h)

Standard Relay:

t = 20 MS t =47.l1MS.0 s3 At = 34MS10 3. MA rl
i, 6.9 MA

trl-15 MS
r

Test Relay:

t 20 MS t 2  31.5 MS
MA ts2 l8 MS

lo2 -12.6 MA r2

i2 =6.5 
MA

t =15 MS
r

Test facts imply:

0o 1

Operate time

Release time

Following the network in this case, it is found another combination

must be checked. This condition is the hump on release. Inspection of the

transient trace on release between the standard and the test relay shows

that the size of the hump has decreased. Using this fact the network

shows the following changes:

A. G.

S. T. -

R. G.



Traces:

(a) Standard relay coil current NPI

build-up

(b) Test relay coil current

build-up

(c) Standard relay coil current

decay

(d) Test relay coil current

decay

Figure h

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.5 milliamperes per inch

Standard Relay: Air Gap 0.031 inches
Residual Gap 0.005 inches
Spring Tension 130 grams

Test Relay: Air Gap 0.023 inches
Residual Gap 0.010 inches
Spring Tension 130 grams

-18-



COMPARISON NUMBER FOUR (Figure 5)

Standard Relay:

t =20 MS
1l= 14 MA
1rl5.o4h MA

Test Relay

t = 20 MS

i 14MA

tr2 20 MS
r

t - 45 MS
t 27 NS

These facts imply:

0

Operate time increased

Release time decreased

Tracing through the logic network gives:

A. G. -

R. G. -

I. T. P

-19-
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Traces:

(a) Standard relay coil current

build-up

(b) Test relay coil current

build-up

(c) Standard relay coil current

decay

(d) Test relay coil current decay

Figure 5

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.7 milliamperes per inch

Standard Relay: Air Gap 0.046 inches
Residual Gap 0.006 inches
Spring Tension 65 grams

Test Relay: Air Gap 0.046 inches
Residual Gap 0.006 inches
Spring Tension 80 grams

-20-



COMPARISON NUMBER FIVE (Figure 6)

Standard Relay

t =27MS
1 = 16.4 MA

trl= 24MS
r

t =45Ms
tsl - 27 MSrl

Test Relay

t =27

o2 l
1 r2m 147
tr s 24

t 1 43 MS
tr2 3 4 MS

These facts imply:

'o 0

Sr

Operate time approximately same

Release time increased

Tracing through the network gives:

A. G.

R. G. -

5. T.

-21-



Traces:

(a) Standard relay coil current

build-up
.

(b) Test relay coil current

build-up -
(c) Standard relay coil current

decay .11

(d) Test relay coil current decay

Figure 6

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.7 milliamperes per inch

Standard Relay: Air Gap 0.0h6 inches
Residual Gap 3.006 inches
Spring Tension 80 grams

Test Relay: Air Gap 0.063 inches
Residual Gap 0.006 inches
Spring Tension 40 grams

-22-



COMPARISON NUMBER SIX (FLgure 7)

Standard Relay

t = 24 MS

1ol '16.4 MA
irl _5.4 MA
t r=20 MSr

Test Relay

t :24MS
i = 16.4 MA
.o 2 b M
1r2 e7
tr =20MS

These facts imply:

-

Operate time remained the same

Release time decreased

Tracing through network gives:

A. G. -

R. G. 4

. T. -

-23-
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Traces:

(a) Standard relay coil current

build-up

(b) Test relay coil current

build-up

(c) Standard relay coil current

decay

(d) Test relay coil current decay

Figure 7

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.7 milliamperes per inch

Standard Relay: Air Gap 0.063 inches
Residual Gap 0.06 inches
Spring Tension 40 grams

Test Relay: Air Gap 0.063 inches
Residual Gap 0.011 inches
Spring Tension 40 grams

-2-.



COMPARISON NM[BER SEVEN (Figure 8)

Standard Relay

t m 3 MS

ts= 24 MS
r1

t 24Ms
i _ 16.4MA*ol
S1+.4.7 MA
tr1 20
r

Test Relay

t - 40 Ms
t ;h5MS

t 2 Ms
i 2 1)4.1 MA
i2 + 5.1 MA

tr2 20MS
r

These facts imply:

C01'

Operate time approximately the same

Release time increased

Tracing through the network gives:

A. G.

R. G. 4
S. T.



Traces:

(a) Standard relay coil current

build-up

(b) Test relay coil current Emi

build-up

(c) Standard relay coil current

decay

(d) Test relay coil current decay

Figure 8

Oscillogram Data

Time Scale: 15 milliseconds per inch

Current Scale: 11.7 milliamperes per inch

Standard Relay: Air Gap 0.063 inches
Residual Gap 0.011 inches
Spring Tension 40 grams

Test Relay: Air Gap 0.025 inches
Residual Gap 0.003 inches
Spring Tension 125 grams

-26-
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